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Winter Storm Warning Service Including Occasional Consultants Year-Round, as Described on the 

Attached Specifications: 

 

 Lump Sum Bid:  $ 3,840   

 

Flood, Severe Weather Alerts and Warnings as Described in Number 3 of the Attached Specifications: 

 

       $ 1,380   

 

SPECIFICATIONS 

 

This Agreement is made and entered into between the awarded vendor and the City of Pittsburgh.  

 

In consideration of the mutual covenants existing between the parties and the further consideration 

Specifically set forth in this agreement, the parties agree as follows: 

 

1. The vendor agrees to provide a daily precipitation forecast from the date of award through 

June 30, 2014, or, any extensions thereof, and a snow warning service which will include 

forecast of all snow and ice conditions for the 2013 - 2014 winter season to the City of 

Pittsburgh. 

 

2. The vendor agrees to provide the daily precipitation forecast and the snow warning service. 

 

      3.     The Department may also wish to be informed when thunderstorm threaten to cause  

              substantial flooding or damage or when winds of 50 miles per hour or greater may occur or 

   when the possibility of tornados exist.   

 

 During the snow and ice season of 2013 - 2014, the vendor will fax the City of Pittsburgh, 

Department of Public Works Headquarters (City-County Bldg., Rm. 301, 414 Grant Street, 

Pittsburgh, PA  15219, 412-255-8847) 12 to 14 hours in advance of impending storm conditions 

with an alert, briefly describing the nature of the threat and the estimated beginning time.  The 

vendor will call again 3 to 6 hours in advance with the warning details, specifically describing 

the threat and its expected effects on City roads, ramps and bridges as closely as possible.  The 

vendor will then monitor conditions, issuing revisions around the clock, if necessary.  Forecast 

information will be conveyed quickly and efficiently using the storm warning form, a sufficient 

supply of which will be delivered to the Department.  In addition to initiating calls during the 

winter season, the vendor’s meteorologists will respond to weather related queries from 

authorized Department personnel on a year round basis. 

 


